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THE WINTON AUTOMOBILE – AN AMERICAN BEAUTY
The articles written for the HCFI
newsletter almost always highlight historical automakers, but frequently shed
light simultaneously on their accomplishments as well – most of which I am not
aware of before doing the research for
the articles I write. The story of a young
Scottish immigrant named Alexander
Winton is yet another automaker whose
innovations and impact on the history of
the automobile are far-reaching, and his
story highlights his genius, but also his
vision to use the media to do his advertising for him to further the legend of the
Winton Automobile across the country
and eventually the world.

Once again in the automobile’s history, necessity becomes the mother of
invention – and Winton was responsible
for new ideas that would soon become
the world standard. Beginning like many
others manufacturing bicycles, he was
soon taken by the new-fangled contraptions called ‘motor carriages,’ and began
to use the experiences he had recently
gained to begin his tinkering: first as an
engineer on a steamship at the ripe
young age of nineteen, an iron worker in
New York shortly after his arrival in
America, and also an engine shop that
catered to marine applications.
With his own patented designs, he

Alexander Winton
opened his first bicycle company in 1891
in Cleveland, Ohio with his brother-in-law
Thomas Henderson. It was at this time
that he was first infatuated with the
horseless carriage, and began to work on
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engine designs at home in the basement;
almost succumbing to carbon monoxide
poisoning on several occasions (having
been unaware of the danger). Five years
later, Winton delivered his first offering –
a single-cylinder cycle car. To garner interest from the public, he debuted his
creation to local newspaper reporters –
creatively using the media to advertise
his product for nothing. It was a genius
move, and one that proved effective for
him and many others to follow.

back seats, boasted a five-gallon fuel
tank, and pneumatic tires wrapped
around wooden wheels (the custom tires
were supplied by one B.F. Goodrich). The
car could achieve speeds upwards of
thirty mph. Forgoing the local media,
Winton decided to go national, and managed to get an article about his new car
published in The Horseless Age magazine
in November of 1896. It worked. Two
months later, Winton would again write

and publish another article for the Horseless Age Magazine – this time touting a
vertical two-cylinder engine that was
proven on a road test from Cleveland to
Elyria at an average speed of twelve
mph.
The selling points, however, were
not it’s speed; although Winton was
pleased that his creation still bested the
horse and carriage in his opinion. Winton
capitalized on public complaints of noise,
odors, and difficult maintenance, and
boasted a car that was noiseless, odorless, and did not vibrate. This car was
considerably heavier, but had a bigger
fuel tank than the first.
The ride was much smoother; the
body having been rested on springs, and
the drive mechanism and brake were
operated by a single lever – with something that could be considered the first
‘cruise control,’ which could hold the
speed the driver was traveling indefinitely - providing you had enough fuel to do
so.
So confident in this model, Winton
took his shop superintendent on a trip to
New York City. It took nine days to complete the trip, and Horseless Age documented the journey. His gamble worked
again, and the following year, Winton
would go on to sell twenty-two cars. His
confidence in the vehicle’s performance

A Year later, his brother-in-law
would become Vice President when
young Alexander incorporated the Winton Motor Carriage Company. A compliment of only sixteen people handmade
the first Winton automobiles, and they
were built in a section of a manufacturing plant that was at the time owned and
operated by the Brush Electric Company.
Though his first order was for six buses
for the city of Cleveland, a trial run of the
bus spooked local horses and their owners, who promptly threatened legal action. The stockholders got spooked as
well, and the buses were never used.
Winton therefore decided to focus on
the automobile. The result was Winton’s
first two-cylinder car that made 10hp.
The car was lightweight, had back to

1989 Single-Cylinder Winton
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was tempered by the trip, however – and
fearing he couldn’t stand the return trip,
shipped the car back as freight and took a
train back home to Ohio.
Also advertising in Scientific American Magazine, Winton’s verbiage caught
the attention of one particular buyer,
who literally showed up with cash in
hand to buy Winton’s latest offering. It
became the first American-made, gasoline-powered, mass-produced car sold to
a private buyer. He had a choice of the
four vehicles that Winton had on hand at
the time of his arrival, and the car he
chose now resides in the Smithsonian’s
automobile collection. The buyer’s name
was Robert Allison Cole.
Out of the twenty-two cars sold that
year, that one surely was one for the
history books, but lacked the notoriety
that came with the sale of number
twelve, which was purchased by one
James Ward Packard. Number twelve did
not perform up to standard, however,
and ceased to run on the way home from
the Winton factory to Packard’s home in
Warren – sixty miles away.
It had to be pulled by horses to make
it home, and Packard was furious. He
would return the car for servicing repeatedly, writing angry letters to Winton con-

stantly. Fed up with diplomacy, Winton
finally tired of Packard’s incessant complaints, challenged him to build a better
car if he could. Packard responded by
stealing away one of Winton’s primary
financiers’ as well as his shop superintendent, and began manufacturing Packard
Motor Cars in 1899. It could be said that
Winton was directly responsible for the
Packard Automobile existing.
Having lost his previous shop super
to Packard, Winton hired a new one, who
promptly went hunting for new talent to
add to the Winton manufacturing company. One of the promising young mechanics approached went by the name of Henry Ford, who upon interviewing with Winton was quickly dispatched, due to what
Winton perceived as a lack of knowledge
and skill. Unbeknown to Winton, the
young Ford had already produced his
own carriage, but would not become a

force in the industry for another four
years.
Despite that rather large oversight,
1899 was a watershed year for Winton,
who produced the first U.S. mail truck for
the Cleveland Postmaster, and it managed to cut a horse-drawn route that
once took six hours to a mere two and a
half hours in the middle of a snowstorm.
The Horseless Age once again chronicled
the feat, and the U.S. Postmaster General
took note. Within a couple of years, Winton Mail delivery trucks were being widely used in the U.S.
Interested in capitalizing on the success of mail distribution, Winton decided
to apply the same principle to delivering
vehicles. He developed the first autohauler (also known as a ‘semi’) truck to
accomplish this – a principle that is still
being used to this day.
Another innovation to get people
into Winton automobiles was the invention of the auto dealership, the first of its
kind featuring only Winton vehicles debuted in Reading, Pennsylvania in 1899.
This allowed potential customers to
come in and be shown Winton cars, educated about their features and testdriven. As a result, more than 100 cars
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were delivered that year, making Winton
the largest automaker in the U.S. In 1900,
Winton automobiles were also the first to
sport a steering wheel in place of the traditional tiller.
Winton’s proclivities to using the
press would sometimes backfire on him
when he made statements like the one he
gave to the magazine “The Wheel” that
same year. He stated that any speed over
25mph was excessive and dangerous, and
anyone wishing to reach or exceed those
kinds of speeds might just as well “take
the Empire State Express.” Sidestepping
his hypocrisy, Winton immersed himself in
building Winton cars to enter and win
speed competitions – also a first in the
industry to do so. In three-years’ time, he
would be setting records. The Winton Bullet would push almost seventy mph, and
whilst driving the car himself managed to
break the Ormond Beach speed record.

The Winton driven by Horatio Nelson Jackson who drove, on a bet of $50 that an
automobile from San Francisco to New York. On May 23, 1903 Started his trip. He
arrived in New Your July 26, 1903.
wheel.

tentious for their purposes. They continued to sell well until after WWI. By this
time, having weathered the financial
storm of the Kaiser War, Winton had been
newly infatuated with the diesel engine,
and shareholders were dubious. Winton
went his own way, setting up and building
diesel engines. The Winton Car was quickly becoming an afterthought, and rather
than going further into debt (having borrowed ferociously during the war years to
stay afloat), management decided to
throw in the towel.

Winton noticed the experimental
units that were being utilized in Ireland by
Napier, and decided to follow suit upon
returning home. In 1908, using three
banks of two cylinders, the car that would
be known as the “Six-Teen-Six” was introduced (Winton’s sixes were known as the
“American Beauties.”) It should be noted
that Winton was the first American automobile manufacturer to build both four
and six-cylinder automobile engines; he
held over one hundred patents on automobiles and allowed the industry as a
Like most of the heavy-hitters in the
whole to use his innovations without roy- golden age of the automobile, Winton was
not without his idiosyncrasies; and like
The second Bullet was designed spe- alties.
cifically for his aspirations to enter and
It should also be noted that Winton many other titans of the industry, he was
win international competitions. Bullet was partial to using a compressed air sys- an engineer first, and a businessman secTwo, a straight-eight with dual four- tem to start his large straight-eights, and ond – one with a very short attention
cylinder banks, as well as a four-cylinder this system was also used for the sixes. span. It seemed to many as though he
car were accepted as American entries The system used an air compressor to fill a drifted from one predilection to the next,
into the 1909 Gordon Bennett Race in Ire- small tank, which released the pressurized giving little thought to what would beland. The Bullet was rife with problems, air by pedal into the cylinders to force the come of his previous endeavor.
including not wanting to start; it ended up
overheating and falling out of the race
after a mere 190 miles. The four did not
fare much better, quitting after only five
laps. It was this car, however, that would
find success the following year with a driver named Barney Oldfield behind the

start. It was a confounding system; for
As a result, The Winton Motor Car
most times the air would run out before Company was dismantled, liquidated, and
obtaining a start.
dissolved. The diesel engines that Winton
Despite this, they sold like hotcakes at was building would be absorbed into the
$3000 – particularly to those that thought new monster conglomerate of General
the Winton’s competitors’ were too pre- Motors, and the last Winton car built
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rolled off the line in 1924. By 1930, Winton was no more. The Creditors had been
paid in full, the factories locked tight, and
any evidence of the Winton had disappeared.
For all the innovations that occurred
during the production of the Winton automobile, its claim to fame was a result of a
bet made in a bar in San Francisco in 1903.
It was arguably one of the most famous
wagers ever made, and made the plywood
-adorned Winton a celebrity in its own
right.
One particularly obnoxious and belligerent member of San Francisco’s University Club was loudly prophesizing the demise of the noisy, clumsy automobile and
its shortcomings, claiming they’d never
last on long trips. He promptly bet anyone
within earshot $50 that one could not
make a trans-continental trip. Dr. Horatio
Nelson Jackson, visiting from Vermont,
took the bet, quietly taking $50 from his
pocket and placing it on the bar.
Jackson procured a two-day old Winton for $500 more than it was worth, and
employed a 22-year old named Sewall K.
Crocker as his mechanic and co-driver.
Four days later, their journey began. The
Winton was retrofitted with an auxiliary
twenty-gallon fuel tank that proved to be
difficult to fill due to many an unscrupulous store keeper’s intent on price-fixing.
They decided to forgo the desert southwest and headed north instead. From Oregon through Idaho (where a third passenger – a be-goggled bulldog joined the trek)
and beyond, the challengers dealt with
multiple adversities and delays. Upon
reaching Ohio, Winton offered to overhaul
the car, but the team refused, wanting to
keep the run – and his status as an amateur - pure.
Sixty-four days later, at the Holland
House Hotel in New York, the Winton
came to a stop. Eleven states, eight thousand miles and eight thousand dollars
later, Jackson won the bet. The journey
would be chronicled decades later in print
and on video for PBS under the banner of
“Horatio’s Drive.”
From his prowess using the press to
do his advertising for him to the Auto

dealership; from the development of the
semi and the steering wheel, and the keen
observations of developing the four and
eight cylinder engines stateside, Winton
will indeed be remembered as a titan of
the industry. Winton’s name, though
prominent in the annals of the automobile’s history, could have been one of the
biggest names in business had he chosen
to capitalize on his patents. Alas, Winton
was apparently not as profit-minded as
most of his contemporaries (such as Ford,
one of his cast-offs, who became one of if
not the biggest names in history). Even so,
Alexander Winton was a titan of the industry, and rightfully resides in the hall of
fame today. - Kevin J Parker
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Mark Wilcox, La Mesa, CA
Mark Palmer, West Malling, Kent UK
Edward Hilbush, West Chester, PA
Robert Spencer, North Little Rock, AR
James Lackey, Huntington, WV
PLATINUM LIFE MEMBERS
Don & Becky Sable
Nicholas Fintzelberg Ph. D.
Gordon & Carolyn McGregor
Gail Garrison
Art & Gail Wilson
Stan Lucas

LIFE MEMBERS
Dr. Merl* & Joy* Ledford
Philip* & Joy Reed
Steve & Blanche Gordon
Paul* & Dorothy* Kettenburg
Thomas* & Kris Kettenburg
George & Frances Sherman
Jack* & Gail Garrison
Edward* & Jean Johnson
Don & Becky Sable
Nicholas Fintzelberg
Charles Test
Edward Meanley*,
Ellen Browning Scripps Foundation
* deceased

HONORARY LIFE MEMBERS
Philip & Joy Reed
Marian Teague
Jeanne Deringer
Peggie Eccles*
Bill & Loraine Cuthbert
Paul* & Dorothy* Kettenburg
Jack* & Gail Garrison
Mr. & Mrs. Ross Bewley
David & Sondra Gast
Donald & Margaret Miller
*deceased
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